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with regard to the person under consideration”. 

hdo~at may often 
often was no more 

pairs such as 6hhupr 

I see volume I , no 1 page 30. 
) For Vedie instances see Delbriick, Alt 
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used with reference to the officiating priest and y+& when referring 
to the institutor of the sacrifice or to one who makes an offering on 
his own account, there are xceptions an 
27,13; 3,32,7) not rarely u ere the idea of worshi 
own account is by no means excluded. 

The so-called reciproque middle admits o 
The Greek pa$@a may ‘ori ly’ have meant no m 
Sg’fighting takes place with re us, in our sphere, 
processes such as “fighting”, 
“coming together, meeting (tmp’ptpedbat) 
cerned of two parties, and as it is out of the qu 
ties, or one of them, fight another person or gr 
others are performing the process, pqp5pe~a 
Similarly, in Sanskrit, sa~~ai&z& ‘to speak iogeihf’; s 
e4mulate, to complete” ; . 2, 4, 3, L) @im aj8m 
act.) “let us run a running-match (race)“. 

That such verbs as ylyve&at, Lat. nasci “to be born” J Skt. 
Lat. morior “to die” etc. are media tantum is clear. The ide 
by Skt. sac&, Gr. &opalJ Lat. seqzGor must have been ” 
of going with or being together shows itself with regard to 
compare the etymologically related Skt. sacd %earJ at h 
together (with), in, at, beltore, by, in the presence of”, sacz’ “together, 
along with”; Lat. st?c#s “by, beside, dongJ on; fdhwingJ hter etc.“; 
~~~~~0 “inferior”. Nearest to the above definition ar places such as 
I$V. 2J 1, 3 tvarra vidhartah sacase fiwanuihy~ “du, 0 Austeiler, 
PUramdhi geS&t" (Geldner) ; 1 J k, 1 9QiiyaS @$!?@a 
66 
. . . with regard to him who has many sons the idea 

inli;reaSing wealth becomes actud”J i.e. “reich an so 
wachsenden Besitzes teilh ftik:” (Geldner); 8J 4, 9 h.G 
sacate sada “er steht jederzeit in dem Alter, in dem m 
besitzt” ; 4J 5J 14 ati&&hh+k@ dsd cantdm “it must happen to the 
to be together with . . . “, i.e. “without weapons ey must lapse into 

In these cases the verb is accompani 
alJ which however is not necessary: 
“we tqNo will (must) hold together like frien 

ar is drawn 
Mess following of the motions of another t 

or Orson; cf. also I? 376 ~pwph~6~~ dip’ 



p&v y&p xi%o~ dip’ $jmat ; h. Ven. Gppac) a& 6’ OGTC 

dk” 88avtkctatv neither with (belong to) e _ 

1, 47 cehrizcs mm- 
than they yield”. 

xdpat : Skt. Sete, the 
ng in meanings such as “to lie, to lie outstretched, 

to lie sick or wounded, dead, un uried; (of places) to be 
re; (of laws) to be laid do , to be es- 
e, to sleep”. “‘To be 

e ashamed” - beside 
in awe”, 

paa. “to love” - cf. 
1lL_ t- -x-l_ A__ t- 

1 I;O De StDle, I;O De strong enoii@~; to be equivalent 
are likewise perfectly intelligible. 

The occurrence of active forms ‘3 cot6 du medio-passif avec une 
valeur analogue” 146) (e.g. at. Plaut. Pe. 453 m e re,c vorhmt qws 
tzgit “his undertakings turn out poorly” ; Ter. un. 9 12 move vero oc 
does not form an objection to the above planation, because 

ss expressed by the active not ne:cessarily concerns any ex- 
or implied external object 147). Compare e.g. in Vedic 

eti, kgiyuti) with the act. “to without an act. 
“to stayJ abide, reside, remain, oti “to burn” (wit 

with sorrow etc.” out an act.); dham- 
) etc. : to blow (as wind)“, etc. This phenomenon 

ard to diathesis of participles (Lat. 
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in favour of the theory of a general absence 
early Indo-European 149). 

of diathetic opposition in 

The order in which the ‘meanings’ of a verb are en 
dictionaries is not always such as to bring out the chara 
diathesis. Thus, @p’pop~ means, according to Liddell 
blame, censure”, 1. c. act. pers. (Hes. etc.) ; 2. c. dat. 
(Sappho etc.); 3. c. dat. pers. only “to be dissatisfied 
with” ; 4, c. gen. rei only “complain of”; 5. c, inf. 
’ ‘find fault , complain”. Now the verb probably expressed a f 
of dissatisfaction, discontent, resentment, which is more satisfa 
indicated by the translation of the ‘non-transitive’ functions 3 etc. 
than in 1 and 2 where the English language prefers short translations 
by means of verbs which are used transitively. 

- Not infrequently the etymology of a verb helps us to solve such at 
first sight strange coincidences as Pedro, )&WCQ as against S$opac, 
GtpxoparL 150). The verb dg&w, probably from *Fop& “das Gewahren” = 
OHG. wara “attentiveness”, belongs to OHG. ~ccrt “watchman, 
keeper etc,” (cf. Gr. oi$os “watcher, guardian” ; 9upaap6~ “doo 
keeper”) and other words expressing modifications of 
“paying attention to, looking at . . . (wilfully); to watt 
Arist. De anima 3, 2 BpaacG htyerarl4 +ijc &/JEO~ bkpyu+a -; 
in Greek, also such ideas as “to give or take heed”, and t 
tion with ts (e.g. Q 633 6~ &?&$hous ~$ov~E~) likewise sh 
subject must ‘originally’ have been understood as performing the 
process, The cognate Latin verb vereor is a good example to show that 
a root is in principle by itself not characterized by a definite diathesis. 
Meaning “to feel awe of”, “eprouver cne crainte religieuse ou respec- 
tueuse pour” 151 ) rather than “angstlich beobachten” 152) it signified 
that a person was affected by (a special sort of) attentiveness.153) The 

14*) See also Wackemagel, Vorlesungen tiber Syntax, Ia, I3asel 1926, 
15O) For these verbs see J. Vendryes, Sur verbes qui expriment 1’ 

“voir”, Comptes rendus Acad. des Inscr. et lies Lettres, Paris 1932, 
and A. Prevot, Verbes grecs relatifs & la vision et noms d’oeil, Revue de Philo- 
logic, 6 1, Paris 1935, p. 133 ff. ; 233 ff. 

151) A. et A. Meillet, Diet. 6tym. de langue latines, 1 
152) J. ann, Lat. etym. Wtb.3 idelberg 1954, p. 757. 
rb3) AU.tention may also be drawn to . . . +~a~ (Odyssea) whia: 

related to the active &p&w, expressed the idea of eping watch”‘, The 
lykg function of the middle e 
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form Gtpxo~~ - whit in all probability a Greek inncvation 154) - is, 
however, related to . drsti- “sight, faculty . . . eing, view” (cf. 

of sight”), dariata- G. zoraht “clear, 
and Greek words such as ‘look, glance”, Gpc&os 

of the root derl%- must have been “ (t be able) to see, 
e, to be visible” : the sense of the reek verb was 

rather strong, which is also apparent in expressions such as 8ccv6v, 
tovJ b&aczov Gtgxopat : here the process of glancing in a special 
not viewed as an external process performed by, but as one 

rsonJ as producing a ce ain result on him : “to look 
The sense of “being alive” (e.g. ) is likewise in 

function of this diathesis. The :use of derivatives o 
- which has furnished various words for “light” (Lat. 

Arm. Z&S etc.; cf. Gr. ~EUX~~ “white” 156)) in the sense 
explained from those ancient views of this process 

according to which the eye was a sort of lantern from which rays 
of light leap forth 157). Seeing being considered some active shining 
or giving light J the active verb AE~~CW i *A&-jw was a very 
adequate expression : ““le sens de ?&VW est. un sens ‘actif’ ” 158); it 
often means “to look at, gaze upon”‘. As however seeing also presup- 
poses the reccation of light impressions, middle forms were no anomaly : 

they are indeed mentioned in the Dhatup (‘4,2 !:.We; 6, 3 locate). 
qh which serves as a futur &p&w belongs to 
more widespread in wor “eye” (Gr. &WC, Lat. 
re can be hardly any doubt that it originally conveyed 

mething wishes to come to, to reach a person’s 
the phrase ERG (S+W 7~6~ (or ~1) ej%mJ k7dkiIv etc., S+LS 

ea of “power of sight, vision, sense or or 

special ‘power’ or, to use a somewhat ore ’ oded termino ogy> rather a 

Wtb., Meidebe 

se i&as in ;encicnt Greece see I%‘. J. Verdenius, Empedocles 
rt, Studia Vollgraff, Amsterdam 1948, p. 155 ff. 

cvot, O.C., p. 1 
this author does not consider the problem of the genera verbi) o 
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as well as ‘%spect, thing seen, sight”. The present 6aaopat (< 
though as a rule meaning “seeing with the 
“having a foreboding of, etc.” admits of the same exp 
the related Ant. Indian i’kpt~ which combines the me 
“to have a thought, auf einen Gedanken kommen’ 
by &ZCN+U this was quite intelligibly expressed by 

The verb cdmopat “to look about carefully, spy; view, ex 
consider; think of beforehand, provide” is - in contradisti 
the cognate axoz60 ‘20 behold, contezplate; to look to or into, to 
consider, examine etc.” which supplies part of its tenses - a medium 
tantum 160 ), a fact which. is not easy to explain, the less because the 
related Skt. ~~~~&, Lat. s@ec& are mostly or regularly active. It 
may perhaps be suggested to explain the meanings “‘se preoccuper de 
(sens de caracthre moral)” and “chercher Q savoir (seas de car&&e 
intellectuel)” from the medial nuance of the idea expressed by the root 
and to consider the sense “to look about carefully” as a case of a 

namic’ or ‘intensive’ middle 161). 
n contradistinction to &&o “to be willing (of consent ra 

desire, to wish)” - &B&W often supposes “un atto energico 
t&” 162) _ which is an activum tantum, go6Aop’xc “to will, be willing, 
wish (usually implying choice or preference 1~s))” is practically speak- 
ing always a medium. The former verb possibly belongs to OChS. 

Q ““to wish, desire” 164)) the latter derives from the same root and 
has been explained as “sich (im Geiste) auf &was werfen”’ 166). Anyhow 
the difference in diathesis seems to be intelligible. 

Viewed in the above light the middle diathesis is no redun 
‘Semi-primitive’ 1W ) and archaic man evidently felt a want to avoid, 

160) For a discussion of the meanings see also Prevot, OX., p. 23 

161) Compare R. Kiihner-B. Gerth, Ausfiihrliche Grammatik der griechischen 
Sprache, Satzlehre 14, Leverkdsen 1955, p. 101: “Verben, welche in der 
form eine innere, geistige IhatigkeitsHusserung ausdriicken”. 

162) Alfonsina Braun, Nota sui verbi greci de1 ‘vole&, Atti de1 R. Istituto 
Veneto di scienze, lettere ed art 98 (1938-9), p, 337 ff., esp. p. 341. 

11 and Scott, Greek ngl. Lexicon, New Edition, s,s.v.v. 
OX?, p. 447 f. 
Kretschmer, Glotta 3, p. 160 ff 

In order to avoid misunderstanding ve written itl- 
veral times in other pub 

6’ etc., exclusively in the 
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or ;il. variety of reasons, 
s ‘eventive’ expressi 

se a more or 

which was the ‘seat’ of 
a middle verb. There is 

d who is as a rule well known, than to 

d spread of this category are related 
lead, in many languages, speakers to use ‘eventive 

jekt 167) im Satz, aber psychologisch Mittelpunkt der Aussage ist, 
in den Nominativ umzusetzen” 16s). Thirty years ago Wavers 169) 
already drew attention to the fact that beside forms such as the active 
Germ. aclc dmke an expression for “die unwillkiirlich in unserem Innern 
auftauchenden Gedankenassoziationen” is far from rare. “Em Fr 
zosischen gebraucht man av& + Subst., urn das Nichtgewollte cn 
Unbeabsichtigte eines Vorgangs zu bezeich im Gegensatz zu 
& w&x ein el& e& ws CC. In Polish the con ction m&e sip &ce 
‘“es will sich mir” occurs beside ja Ghc ; ‘7 

instance by G. van .Q. L’homme primitif et la religion, Paris 
that ‘primitiveness’ - as contrasted with 
a chronological distinction, but a differen- 

Athough elements of ‘primitiveness’ may 
dren, in poets, in the “uneducated’ of all 

times and countries, civilized and educated Western people are by no means 
free from it. 

The onus of this fo ulation should t on the author. 

Ck ltihl ist der Mensch zu 
ichnen k6nnte”. 



Although they have no direct bearing on our subject, the obser- 
vations made, in the year 1921, by Meringer 170) on t 
the in der Erregung” may also eontribute some data to 
insight into the ‘mentality’ or state of mind which 
use of verbs in the middle diathesis. “Dasz der eigen 
etwas Fremdes erscheint 9 findet 
volliger Gemiiis e. Bei Lessing, 
Fr5ulein : Siehsi: Franxiska; da hast Dzc eiBe sept 

cht. Woratif FraNziska : Gmacht ? 

?” The same scholar shed, by a large nllmber of linguistic 
y examples, light on the phenomenon “der inneren Sprache”, 
ften misinterpreted by the thinking anal speaking s 

although it arises in the ‘psyche’ of the speaker, il is not regarded as 
proceeding from his own initiative; in his view his thoughts9 ideas, 
desires etc. are of ‘objective’ or ‘e:xterna.l’ origir,; they are anyhow 
not products of his own making. 

, 

a great asset to the explication of the ‘original’ function 
e voice defended in this article that verbal forms expressi 

something is h pening with regard to the subject, that i 
reached by a ocess, that a person or a thing is to 
moved by an event, comes across, or falls in with, an occurrence etc., 
that the subject is involuntarily, accidentally or voluntarily concerned 
in a process or attains to a condition etc., the ‘agens’ being urnknow 
or passed over in silence, are widespread in many languages. Thus 

alay tZr=-tidw means “fallen asleep, (the subject) falls asleep”, 
t&-sdnyum “smiling, to smile” 171 ) ; tiada t&-atikat “(it) cannot be 

saya tiada 4%jalan “I am not able o walk” : t6r-k&j 
“(to be) surrounded”; tdr-kl$‘tit “(he, she, I etc.) startled”; here also 
these derivatives sometimes impress us as ‘transitive verbs’: &%ma- 

n raw* “to get down poison”, Toba atak tar-degel bisa2 ahua 
3 have by accident trod1 on a venomous caterpillar299. Co 

categories occur in the Papuan idio of New Guinea. Actor 
Father Drabbe 172) the grammati subjlect alway: is a, 

hat a form translated by “I shall die” litera’lly means : 

ething to that effect; a form for “I get 

eahger, in Wtkter und Sachen, 7 (1921), 50; cf. p. 
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“hunger begins to torment me”. In this way the 
variety of processes, e.g. “to be jammed, oppressed, swell up, 
satisfied”. One could also recall such distinctions as, mutatis 

mutandis, exist in Caucasian la guages between the action type “I 
write” and the sensation-type : “me-sou 

One could raise the question as to re so many active 
enoting ideas which might, on a superficial view, bl? expected 

long to the middle diathesis, e.g. * to be hungry”: Gr. xe~voio : 
Skt. k~~ahy~t~, Lat. es&o; “tc! fea ” : Gr. TG@XA; “to suffer” : Gr. 

to blow (of the wind)“: Skt. v&i; and also as to why the im- 
verbs are almost exclusively active in form, although es- 

pecially the so-called impersonalia of sentiment (including thoughts etc. 
*SI w AIL&& rocwm upon l&h 1 the mind) 174) uvav\rJ ysvuwre.cu wmtrmr nrrbrdxmx whi& may be said 

to befall a person: Lat. @se) miseret “I feel 
+eflitet “I repent, am sorry” lT5). I am 
both phenomena are closely connected. 

pity or compassion” ; ( 1 me 
under the impression that 

17%) A. Dirr, Einfiihrung in das Studium der 
zig 1928, p. 63. 

kaukasischen Sprachen, Leip- 

1’4) The distinction often made between three groups of impersonalia (those 
referring to natural, especially meteorological phenomella : Lat. pkuil, Gr. 
fgpow~@; the so-called impersonalia of sentiment, an those expressing possibility, 
propriety, m ecessity etc. : Lat. vd2a licet, ptacei, e iuvwt, xtecesse est, opm-tet 

etc. is, especially with regard to the first and s nd group, rather artificial. 
Many impersonalia of the third class are young a ue to analogical processes. 

176) In Sanskrit impersonalia in the proper sense of the term (subjectless 
finite verb form) are rare; cf. e.g. Mbh. 1, 47, 26 nca; ccZ+y awamdasyeha vi&~ 

voceta kasyacit; BV. 2, 30, 7 na mii: taman ‘y%a Svamafi rtota tan&at “let it not 
aust me, let it not tire me, let it not make me languid”: Monier 
Monier Williams, Sk&Engl. Diet., p. 438 ; 1096) translates the fir 

by “may I not be exhausted” (the verb tam- (IV tC%nyati) meaning “to gasp 
for breath, faint, be exhausted”, ta~~y~t~ (caus.) “t( suffocate”), the second by 
“‘may I not become weary” (Sr&nyat&“to become wt‘ary”j, whereas !%yar+ 
considered the god Indra, to whom the te t is laddressed, to be the subject: 
sa in&o 



As is well known a 
ancient vocabulary of 
constructions may be 
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considerable many of terms belonging to the 
the 1.43. peoples and a variety sf phrases and 
explained from their belief in power or power- 

” 

substances. That is to say: they may be considered to have originated 
in a mentality and view of life which assumed the existence of 
number of more or less autonomous potencies or power-substances 
which within some form of experience were supposed to be present in 
objects, persons and phenomena and by virtue of which these are 

needlessly intricate. As on the one hand these verbs may, in orinciple, b con- 
strued transitively and intransitively, the intransitive use of a&z~at AV. 6, 
60, 2 “has toiled” is no certa.in evidence of an original intransitive character 
of the verb : cf. e.g. also 2, 24, 9 sg~yas tapati, but 10, 27, 23 tapanti ~&ivzupZ. 
A similar argument with regard to RF+? 10, 34, i i sbiymp d#zGya kitavap 
tatiipa has likewise failed to convince me. It is true that as a rule the subject of 
the absolutive is the so-called psychological subject, or rather the agens, of the 
chief process of the sentence. This does however not imply that it should always 
refer to a noun in the nominative (in an active sentence) or to an instrumental 
(with a passive verb). In addition to the examples of at first sight free c Dnstruc- 
tions with the absolutive collect(:d by other authors (see e.g. J. S. Speyer, 
Sanskrit Syntax, Leiden 1886, p. X7; the same, Vedische und Sanskrit-Syntax, 
Strassburg 1896, p. 68; L. Rena 1 Grammaire sanscrite, Paris 1930, p. 128) 
some instances may be quoted in 1 brder to show that nothing prevents its re- 
fezing to nouns in other cases or e ren to subjects which are only tacitly un- 
derstood: Jaim. Br. 2, 64 tad adbhir abhyukgya cht?#y&y&p nifektavai bviiyat “so 
soli er befehlen (den Rest), nachdem dieser mit Wasser besprengt worden ist, 

ausxugiessen” (Caland) ; M&n. G.S. 2, 11, 5 gartavp khatvd yat taib @psubhi@ 
p*atipivyeta tad tllp “(a spot) where a pit, which has been dug, can be filled up 

) with the same earth” (cf. Asv. G.S. 2, 8, 2) ; Ap. Dh. S. 2, 11, 29, 7 $u- 
tilzay&@t sam-kkya$ya sarv&umate mukhyah satymp pm&am 

hGydt “an eminent person shall answer the questions put to him according 
to truth on an auspicious day . . . with the consent of all, after having been 
exhorted (viz. by the judge) to be fair to both sides”; Mbh. 1, 11, 10 tam dr#vli 

SiZpamokw te bkavitii “you will be relieved of the curse on seeing him” ; 1, 
19 1, I3 test& drau@diw dr#vb . . . pMdbk. t%sz’~ manobhavab “when they looked 
at D. love manifested itself” ; 12, 148, 8 visrjya dhamzsavvasvaw bhartii vai 

m striydb “casting off all her possessions a woman should CQ 
husbanG her (only) refuge”; EC@a, KSd. p. 36 (NSS. 7th ed.) . . . bty 
gate ca tamin (the subjects being identical1 ft!zjg . , . a@xhat. Compare also 
instances such as sv. Up. II, 11 j%Ztva deva g sarv@&&$ah&& “by knowing 

there is a falling off of all fetters”. In later texts of a som imes very free 
or kxmxt st)Tle we encounter instances such as: K%l. Pur. 45, 101 f. (k&&h) 
~~~st~~ . . . tam utsriya dv . atha Sambhur *ijam ~@a &th&ya himavatsze- 

t&w ’ hap samutsljya gacchantf t ““Kiiiii having dismissed that brahman 
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rowerfIll, effective, influential i76). Not rarely these terms denoting 
power substances are usei as subjects of verbs expressing such ideas 
as seizing, laying hold of, coming over, falling upon, striking, over- 
whelming; entering into, irlspiring, animating etc. They are mostly 
conceived impersonally, but often also regarded as more or less person- 

haracter, a distinction ;:+ich - as has become apparent in the 
cades - is unessential 177). Thus it reads XV. 6, 69, 3 ww li varco 

0 yaio atho ya yat fayah, tat mayi @ajij5atir . . . t&2h&4 

“in me be ‘brilliance’ and ‘glory’, also the fatness that belong?, to the 
sacrifice ; let P. fix that in mf:“; ff. tejo (bhago, yaS0 etc.) gogti 

ca’q sav qjtimasi “with the ‘energy’ (‘fortune’, 
‘glory’) which has entered into the kine, we unite this woman9’= 

In view of the more or less substantial and independent character 
of what in our eyes would be qualities the above places and those which 
are to follow are no matter for great surprise. Vedic man could for 
instance be united with what he had heard (AV. 1 9 1 9 4)) it could be 
in him (AV. 1, 1,2) ; all terrible things and deaths are in the cow of the 
b&man (AV. 12, 5, 13). The Homeric instances are well-known : 

Y! 468 $voc BAafk Buph; A 402 ~JxS~O~ (‘beside which’ there is a 
personal W$o~) tMa@ miwaq; A 23 ~6hoq 6& 
pot 4aShE SU$< l . . /&Gv. In a similar w $Aos “anger” (or what 
is felt as such) is spoken of as entering or being in the breast 
(c++o~) or the cpphveq or 9~~6~. It waxes like smoke in the breasts 

left; thereupon S?mbhu (who had disguised himself as that brahman) after 
sumed his own appearance followed the daughter of the Himavat 

y after she had dismissed him” ; 46, 16 d@v~ yrrsyaimi- 
&ya sydd darianavp s&yatulyam “when one h.as seen 

side with his eyes, his appearance will conduce to help”. The concl 
may therefore be that the translation “es peinigte den Spieler, als er d,as 
weib . . . anderer sah” (Geldner) of V. IO, 34, 11 is correct; the words in t 
text need not regarded with Del ck as having originated in s. d. kihwa 
tat&pn. 

176) See e.g. W. Havers, Primitive Weltanschauung und Impersonaha, Wor- 
ter und Sachen 11 (1928) J p. 75 ff. ; H. Gunther, Das Geistesleben der Natur- 
volker und indische Weltanschauung, Archiv fur Vclkerkunde, 2 (Wie 
p. 69 ff.; R. B. Onians, $:. “I European thought J Cambrid 
passim ; Gcnda J Awe. Ind. o augos etc., Utrecht 1952, passim 
p. 46 ff. 

177) See my “Gods” and “‘powers” in the Ve isputationes L% 
jectinae, I J ‘s-Gravenhage 1957. 



ofmen(C INIf.). 
moment archaic man ascribed them to forei 
to understand his own conduct and behavi 
powers had entered him or had taken pas 
such as 8q& appear as grammatical s 
entities to which the psychical activities 
ancient Germanic languages 178) it may be r rded as certain that 
such words & Ant. Engl. egsa, gryre, 
to denote the emotions of fear, terror etc. 
sensation, but to the objective terrible, to “das Schrecknis, den Graus, 
schreckenerregende Ersc ". The Germanic word fa 
represented by Germ. Geist, zct were in all anility originally 
indicative of “seelische en als etwas van auszen in den 

enschen kommezdes” IT@)) of external superhuman power. “Die 
inneren geistigen rozesse (wurden) als etwas Fremdes, den Menschen 
Entgegentretendes, auf ihn Einstiirmendes und von ihm Besitzer- 
greifendes empfunden” 180 ) : cf. such phrases as the German 
vnich schvtwdich; Schmen be/dUt ihrt ; Aqzgst, 
serfl&cht mich; was sieht Di an? which are s 

Other Vedic instances of expressions 
grab- ‘“to take, c owe? whe 
diseases etc., e.g. V. 10, 161, 1 gra’hir +qpdi”ca ya& uaitad enaq tasyd 

2” #h mumukt~m “or if then ‘seizing’ or ‘seizure’ has 
im, do Ye free im from it, 0 Indra and Agni” (cf. also AV. 

3, 11, 1). Though usually crrhed a demon or disease - “Krankheits- 
damon” (Geldner 1 2)) -J the expression oes in my opinion hardly 
say more than the idea of ‘seizing’ viewed as a 
also AV. 2’ 9’ 1 (where an amulet is imphIM 
session by demons) : wtdicewt ?p Yak$aso g? 

l’J8) R. Merin in Wdrter und Sdcllen 7, p 50 ff. ; 
suchungen zur heutungslehre dsr an 

power. substance. Cf. 
free a m&n f rrl)m pos- 
adhi yaircaqa jagniha 

1;. L,. Schtizkin 
Dichtersprache 

berg 1915, p* 30 etc.; -5. M. Meyer, Die Ekdeutungsentwicklung von germ. 
%G&z-, Thesis bipzi8 1926, p. 30 ; 4 1 If. 

179) Meringer, ox., p. 64. 
180) Meyer, o.c., p. 41. 
181) Cf. also M. P. Nilsson, Archiv fiir Re ionswissenschaft 22, p., 374 f. 
182) K. E, Ckldner, Der Rig-&da iibe arvard 195 1, p. 389; 

‘“fit” : hf. Bloomfield, The Atharva-veda end the Gopatha-brahmaca, Etrass- 
burg 1899, E). 62. 
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an from the demo 

er phrase ~1 this type 
“the remover must remove 

r- “generator” occurs in the Qgveda only 

r has begotten the cows”. 
ens who is conceived 

ave been a re- 
ower, its embodiment 

of single acts of creation. 
evelops into a 3ame of frequent 

oncerned with the 
dtar- “the Founder 

Establisher” 188) v In 
V. 7, I%, 1 dhdtd d w wmanasyam&8a?i 

“; 18, 3, 2% dhaM 

one shall support you”; 
invoked to lead his worsh’ rs to prosperity. In these formulas the 
divine power is on the o nd stated and recognized, and on the 

They do not essentially differ from the phrase v&o viiti “the wind 
blows” - Vata also occurs as a ‘god’ - w is for instance found 
Sat. 3r. 1 1, 5,6,%, the plural “let the winds blow” occuting 
8 4.&i ~~~t~~ here is no reason whatever t ard the occurrence of 

183) See e,g, A. A. acdmell, Vedic My-Omlsgy, trassburg WV, p. 13; 

t 16 ff. ; A. EL Keith, The Religion and Philoso Veda and U panishads, 
Haward 1925, p 206. 

184) We ako find neuter sub s such as t%di3r. 1, 2, 1, 11 dhwfmm asi.diva?r, 
dr$ia “thou art a support, m the sky fim (hold the sky)“. 

186) Cf. e.g. also casts such as l&V. 1) 32, 2 tua$8s ai u@-rn . . . hhksa 

“Tvag~ar (the divine carpenter and arehitectj has constructed him his thunder- 
bit “. 
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be the power 
manifestation of 

Similar divine 

rove itself to be a 

fianctionaries or “Sondergotter” were also known to 
other Indo-European peqles 18 
a child to drink, E&w to eat, S 
The name of the ‘godd 

described as identical with the e 
Mb&z? 188). There was also an O$s opifepra. The agricultural Lithuanians 
wtirshipped, besi e some higher gods, a very large number of Sonder- 
giitter: one of them assisted in sowing, another in ploughing, ;:; third 
in threshing, another in milling or aking, etc. The universal German 
name of the thunder-god OHG. Do Y, O.No. 7%drr etc. is nothing else 
than the term for thunder 189). 

That the power occasioning an event or affecting the health, con- 
duct, disposition etc. of a person isoften left unmentioned (cf. also 
ij&, beside 6&t 6 8&; 5~: Z&s etc. ; Sat&. 11, 5, 6, 9 yad vita vdti yad 

Vi tate ’ yat stanayatz “when the wind blows, when it lightens, when 
it nders”) may be ascri to the tendency to express oneself 
‘euphemisticall to avoid mentioni g the names of powers or power- 
ful beings; to e phenomenon of ellipsis: i is often perfectly clear 
who is the author of the process; incertitude or ignorance of the name 

aracter of the power or powerful eing concerned in the process 
or, more general y, of the nature of the person or object producing 
an effect - the verbal act is ascribed to “einem nicht n&her bezeich- 
neten Etwas” I**) -, to analogical processes. It is however clear 

180) For this interpretation see the author’s rticle on the periphr 
in Sanskrit, Lingua 5, p. 158. 

187) See e.g :E. Lehmann, in A. Rertholet und IX. Lehxtann, Lehrbuch der 
Religionsgeschichte I, Tiibingen 1925, p, 69 . ; G. Wissowa, Religion und Kul- 
tus der Rijmer, Miinchen 19 12, p. 37; I?. Co elius, Indogermanische Religions- 
geschichte, Mtinchen 1942, p, 114. 

ulus e Festo 203, 18. 
Kluge-A. Gibe, Etym. JV6rterbuch der deutschen Sprachds, Berlin 

190) II. Corrodi, IJas Subjekt der sag. unperstinlichen V&e, Kuhn’s 2%. 
53 (1925), p. 1 df. ; p. 34. 
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that in both cases the form of t e verb is active, the explicit as well as 

a’ Zmct na di as against the modem 

isginc and the modem 

abit” etc. In some 
val Dutch, beside 

hese 



ik vi& @ettag;ik heb er verdriet WN~ 
ly preferred in colloquial and even in 

heb er berouw eve being dt cided- 
standard usage. 

, 
I i 

Parallels may be adduced from German l*a) : in cases such a s 

(later: v&+) ah%det, ahnt : id ~h4~~a)e the person who was affecf:e 
the process was in the couri;e of time shifted from the object to the 
subject position, for the imipersonal construction was the older one. 
The early expressions for “I am hungry” and “I am thirsty” are 
likewise wick ku@geti and mich d&stet, the persona constructions 
however, used at an early date 184). Originally the verb &4&t was 
impersonal, accompanied bv the act. of the pers. and the gen. of the 
object: mich hat deines D&&es nicht g tet (Luther). There was a 
complication which facilitated the trans n into the personal class: 
the gen. es which in the ancient language often accompanied an im- 
personal verb could be interpreted- as- the homonymous nom. ez. 
Thus Luther wrote: sie muszte nicht wieder zarn K&&e k 
Ztistete denn den K&zig. After the example of es the nom. of other 
pronouns might occur 21~0 : he, was &in Herz Liistet (Luther). The use 
of another pronominal or of a nominal subject is, in this case, infre- 
quent, but Wieland wrote : das Ziel, wonac cr l&let, Klinger : das 
KqMains F&k geliistet mich, erder : nach der verboi”cnen Speise 
liistet man am meisten. Another originally impersonal verb was the 

HG. mich verdriuzet eines dinges, but nowadays the nominative of 
.e subject has replaced the genitive. In accordance with its etymo- 

logy (“‘to become too long”) verZa.ngen was in the earlv texts used im- 
personally: mich verlaq$, compare also herzlich veriatlgt mich nach 
ei@ev fveundlichen S@W van Ihnen (Schiller) 196). In the modern 
language ich verlange nach t r with 2% and inf. is the common construc- 
tion, which is, in a definit sense, also transitive: r verldingt eine 
kltirusg. Special attention rji.\y be drawn to a personal use of meteorolo- 
gical verbs in a metaphorical sense i*a) : beside es bLitzt vve find Azcgen 
u%cd ffen b&en ; beside es regnel : G&stticke re’gne:rt ; Feuer 
regnen auf den armor (Schiller) and even die Wken regnert die 
Gmchtigkeit (Luther) and ein B~ZMZ, der Wen ry itet NJhland). The \ 

0. Behaghel, Deutsche Syntax, II, Heidelberg 1924, p, 139. 
lQ4) Cf. also H. Paul, De-.ltsches Wijrterbuch, S.V. 
‘-@a) For other examples see Paul, OX., S.V. 
lee) Cf. aim F. Blatz, Neuhochdeutsche Grammatik, II, p, 259. 



possibility should a priori 
arising beside an impersonal 

A detailed expo 

not be excluded that a personal verb 
counterpart is a new derivative 197). 
the B elevant facts would however be a 

super~~ty as s has alread if in the year 1931 198) summarized 
ts of some studies of thi.; phenomenon as far as the English 

e is concerned: “Das t- und Mittelengl. besasz noch eine 
e von ~pers~nlichen Bildung :n. ei Shakespeare l&t sich deut- 

lich beabachten, wie e j iingere Flersijnliche Konstruktion. der alteren 
onkurrenz ma&t, was manchmal zu einer Vermen- 

sdrucksweisen fi’rhrt. eute steht, von vereinzelten 
s6nlichz Ko ruktion auf der ganzen Linie 
sion drawn by this scholar, wh40 follows in 

ootsteps of others 199), is no doubt in the main right : this tendency 
to replace the so-called Empfindungsimpersonaiia by personal verbs 
results from the inclination of the communities which spoke these 

ages to put the nominal or pronominal concept which was, 
hologically, the centre of the: enunciation in the nominative, casti 
to give it the position of the subject. The trend to apply this 

ce structure also in those cases in which the former generation 
had preferred impersonal constructions must be due to factors of a 
cultural and psychological character, of a c ge in ‘Weltanschau- 
ung’ 200) and o ’ the penetration of more r al, ego-, or rather*, 

197) Cf. Behaghel, l.c. 
IQ*) W. Havers, Handbuch der erklarenden Syntax, Heidelberg 19.N a p. I04 

(with a succinct bibliography, see also p. 238). 
199) See e.g. Ph. Aronstein, 2s. f. franz. u. engl. Unterricht 22 (1923), p. 186 

in, Syst::m der englischen Syntax2, Leipzig 1926, p. 109 ff. 

ever, in discussing the influence of archaic or ‘pre-scien- 
age guard against the temptatiorl unduly to isolate the 
this inlluence from comparable phe m-net-m in modem 

languages and thereby to over-estimate their peculiarity. We also have, in a 
grieat variety of cases, the option of a more ‘personal’ construction in which 
a personal subject performs the process and a Hogically synonymous construc- 
tion in ch external factors or atten ant conditions are made the subject. 
Beside : told szol ge owt because if rai d we may say: ttte r&n $vevsntad him 
fvom ping out; beside the German: &Y a.rme Mensch ircviet lick dit: fwclitb~st~ 

Vevaweiflwtg: da 4bcrfie.J den amen ine fwMm~e I,‘t?~~weiflu%g; 
btzside er fiel duvch seanen Hochmut: vePYw&sz&e seimJ?n Fall, etc. 
See also Ph. Aronstain, OX., p. 174 ff. 
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anthropocentric ideas, of ore pronounced feelings of human se1 
consciousness, of a mofe co lete realization of man’s 
in the world and of his er, influenc 
of the archaic belief in 
men and other beings 
regret, hunger, thirst, o 
ifestation of these feel s to i~~te~al ather 
-than external powers 2Br). 

Now, this process, 
sonal verbs -was, if a 
provinces of the I.-E. 
and Gerth 202) 

that the Gaee rs, in connection 
with an infinitive as weEi as other forms, a personal construction to 
an impersonal. ” Durc onstruktion wird eine le 
heit des Satzes hervorgebracht”. Thus we find beside Hdt. 3, 26 6s . . . 

Tcokou TbV )&3 ?u+mxr iimxie#at dv mpacriiv; 2, 51 6&v xep (ol 
3 Ahpa’iot) xd ?Jqvq +jp~avro vopr%pac and Xen. Cyr. 1, 2, 1 

leaqdq p&v S;l d peg Akpmxt yevM+a~ K @Gaot.,, and similar construc- 
tions with &yyhImae, bpohaye~~a~ etc. construction of 
8oxe’iv is much more frequent than the in 
&66xeb htov &at xd, aacpt5q 67~oxwp?j at dv XOTIK~~V Kl;pq Gp ~aa~hL= 

GOVTL When however SoxG means “it stuns good, consentaneum est, 
ecer e”’ the impersonal construction is retained. Similarly, CI+- 

f3aivet “accidit” and the personally constr c ted aupf3aCvtw : St Dph e Ali. 
I242 03x CSp&xt x08’ rj$v . , rn dheev as i3g;ainSt 76 &vSov 

“let him be content to stay within”. 

The hypothesis may there e warranted t at at least part of 
those Greek personal ver r:e.ss ide:is which are Sin other 
ancient I.-E. lan es denoted by imperso al constructions (“to be 
hwvgry, to regre oice, TV Zkc’” &c.) s such youn 

hi!3 statement is not contr appearance of new imperso 
in more or fess popular usage (e.g tJ as against 03 qoh&.d ‘“I 

no time” l , Aabel+acc. in the sense of the German “‘es gibt” (cf. Fr. h y CZ) in Vul- 
: see IL Ikfstedt, Sp&tlateinische Studien, Skrifter K. Hum. Vet. 

iche Grammat& der schen Sprache, 
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